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DIALLING A PHONE NUMBER

Starting a dialogue
Activate voice control by pressing 
and releasing the ‘Telephone/Voice 
recognition’ switch, an audible 

signal is heard (the audio system will mute 
if switched on). 

The commands 
>>Phone<< 
>>Dial number<< 
start the dialogue for entering a telephone 
number. You are guided through this 
process by a pre-defined dialogue.

Saying numbers
The system understands single digits 
from zero to nine. You must use 
>>Zero<<  
not 
>>Oh<<.

Numbers such as ten, eleven, twelve etc. 
are not recognised.

To speed up input it is a good idea to 
group together between three and five 
digits into a continuous string. However, 
you can also say each digit individually, or 
all digits continuously.

Note: Telephone numbers of up to 20 
digits are acknowledged. If a longer 
number is given, the following error 
message will be issued: >Number too 
long<.

Establishing a connection
The command >>Dial<< terminates input 
of the digits and establishes a connection.

Note: To make a foreign phone call say 
>>Plus<< followed by the country code. 

Command list

User command System response

Phone Phone

Dial number Number please

Zero, one, six, one Zero, one, six, one, continue?

Four, nine, six Four, nine, six, continue?

Zero, nine, nine, eight Zero, nine, nine, eight, continue?

Dial Dialling
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Correcting/Deleting & Cancelling 
inputs
When you are entering digits into the 
system, it will repeat back the numbers 
given, then asks you to continue. You may 
continue entering digits to complete your 
number or if you have made a mistake or 
if the voice control has misunderstood, 
you may say: 
>>Correction<<, >>Delete<< or 
>>Cancel<<.

Correcting inputs
>>Correction<< 
to delete the last block of digits.

After the command >>Correction<<, the 
system repeats the digits that were 
entered correctly up to that point.

Deleting inputs
>>Delete<<  
deletes all digits entered.  
It is then necessary to enter the digits 
again from the very beginning

Cancelling voice session
>>Cancel<< 
terminates voice session.

Command list

User command System response

Phone Phone

Dial number Number please

Zero, one, six, one Zero, one, six, one, continue?

Four, nine, six Four, nine, six, continue?

Correction Zero, one, six, one, continue?

Four, nine, five Four, nine, five, continue?

Delete Number please
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